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Dear customer,

Given the current market conditions we know how important it is that you are provided with advance notice of 
any significant price changes. We are therefore advising you of some price increases on products that you have 
purchased previously.

Product Category  Price increase  Live date
PIR Insulation product ranges  15%   December 1st 2020

Why we’re raising our prices. In recent months insulation suppliers have been and continue to experience 
some significant cost increases from their suppliers of Methylene Diphenyl Diisocyanate (MDI), a key chemical 
component in the production of PIR Insulation. We have taken every opportunity to minimise the effect of these 
increases to ensure both continued supply and viability of our supplier partners. However, due to continued price 
inflation of MDI, unfortunately our supplier partners can no longer absorb into their cost base, we are faced with 
the need to increase our selling prices. 

Moving forward. We continue to work closely with our supplier partners to try and mitigate any further  
cost increases to our customers, and will continue to monitor the price/volatility of MDI pricing to ensure any 
fluctuations/reductions in MDI pricing, are immediately implemented.

How can we work better with you in 2021? Jewson is committed to working closely with our customers 
to better understand the challenges you face and ensuring we continually improve the products and services you 
receive from us. If you have any suggestions for how we can help you and your business please email us on 
customer.feedback@jewson.co.uk. 
 
To keep up to date with any other price increases and product availability, please visit our dedicated supplier 
updates page here: www.jewson.co.uk/supplier-updates

If you’d like to talk to us about anything we’ve included within this letter, please get in touch with your local branch.

Thank you for being a valued customer of Jewson throughout 2020.

Yours Sincerely,  
Jewson


